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In many back-country and wilderness areas increasing 
visitation is causing excessive ecological damage, 
particularly at camosites. *anv managers need more 
information on such imoacts if they are to keep ecological 
changes within acceptable limits. 
This research explored three questions: (1) is the 
lev°l of recreational use on a campsite related to the 
amount of imnact? (2) can one or more impact variables 
ser'-'e as indicators of change in human use; and (3) can the 
venetat.ion communities or habitat types, that campsites 
occur in, he ranked according to their susceptibilitv to 
impact*? 
Forty-three campsites, in four habitat tvpes, were 
examined in the Mission and Rattlesnake Mountains of western 
Montana. Fach campsite was matched with an unimoacted 
control plot. The amount of imaact was determined through a 
comparison of each camosite to the matched control plot. In 
addition to the inventory of impacts, the current level of 
recreational use was also determined using a small 
seIf-registration board at each campsite. 
Only one imngct variable, the change in soil exposure, 
proved to be significantly related to use levels. 
Monitoring changes in the amount of exrosed soil on 
campsites could aid managers in maintaining imoacts within 
acceptable levels. 
The four habitat tynes examined in this study can be 
ranged according to their relative sensitivity for several 
^ey Impact variables. Distinctions between all four habitat 
types were possible for vegetation cover reduction and 
increased soil compaction. In both cases the Abla/Luhi-Vasc 
habitat type was most resistant to impact and the Abla/Mefe 
type most sensitive. Distinctions between paired grouos of 
haM tat. types were possible for f'oristlc dlsslmiliarltv, 
soil exposure, dutf reduction and root bark removal. These 
distinctions indicate that the two shrub dominated habitat 
types of Ahla/Luhi-Mefe and AblaAMefe were more sensitive to 
change than the oaired Abla^Caca and Ahla/Luhi-Vasc types. 
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Natural ecosystems are comnlex mosaics In which living 
organisms and environmental factors interact in a delicate 
balance. Por the last five hundred years mans intrusion 
int:> these homeostatic systems has resulted in dramatic 
alterations. As human pooulations have expanded/ areas 
where natural forces still predominate have become 
increasingly scarce. 
In 1964 with the passage of the wilderness Act (PL 
88-577) the American public recognired the diverse values 
inherent in the preservation of natural ecosystems. This 
act initiated a national policy "to secure for the American 
people of present and future generations the benefits of an 
enduring resource of wilderness." 
Federal agencies responsible for the management of the 
nation's wiJdlands are faced with a difficult dilemma; how 
to oreserve these areas in their natural condition and at 
the same time provide "a primitive and unconfined type of 
recreation" for an exploding population of backcountrv and 
wilderness enthusiasts. 
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As recreational use has increased in backcountry and 
wilderness areas both the natural ecosystems and the 
recreational experience o* the visitor have been impacted. 
Fragile vegetation has been trampled/ soils have been 
compacted and eroded awav and solitude has been lost in the 
rush for available campsites. 
In an attemnt to determine how much recreational use an 
area can withstand, managers and researchers have attempted 
to define a level of acceptable use or carrying capacity 
(Wagar 19M). Lime and Stanley (1971) have defined this 
concept as being composed of two components/ a resource 
carrying capacity and a social carrying capacity. The 
resource component focuses on the ability of an ecological 
community to withstand a given level of recreational use 
without the impact exceeding levels defined bv the area's 
management framework. The visitor component deals with user 
satisfaction and is largely dependent \ipon the frequency and 
type of other parties encountered in the area (Lucas 1964/ 
Stanley 1973).The research I have conducted concentrates on 
the physical component of this concent. 
As Hendee et.al. (197B) point out/ information about 
recreational imoacts will not define a magic numher or 
carrying capacity? rather it will describe the consequences 
associated with different use conditions. In the final 
analysis it is UP to the manaoer to determine whether these 
impacts to the natural environment are acceptable. 
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Several researchers have noted that one of the 
significant factors which influences a site's resistance to 
impact is the vegetative community or habitat tyre in which 
the site is located. Hetqath (1975) indicated that 
differentiating between different vegetative communities or 
habitat types was the most promising method for predicting 
deterioration on a recreation site. This thesis seeks to 
clarify this concept by comparing recreational impacts to 
both the level of use occurring on a site and the forest 
habitat type in which the site Is located • 
Obj ectives 
The first objective of this research is to determine to 
what extent the level of recreational use is related to the 
ohyslcal impacts existing on a campsite. Studies in other 
parts of the country (Merrian «t. al. 1973/ LaPage 1967) 
Indicate that relationships between use and imoact portray 
themselves as continuous curves/ lacking clearly defined 
changes (figure 1). Here in Montana, backcountrv areas 
receive significantly less use than other recreation areas 
near large population centers. Ho the lesser amounts of use 
or the physical characteristics of Montana forests change 
this relationship? 
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^ inure 1. Hypothetical Relationship of Use Level to Impact. 
Use 
The second objective is to determine if any impact 
variables/ such as vegetative cover reduction/ increased 
soil exposure/ or floristic composition/ might serve as 
indicators of change 1n use patterns. Could one or more 
imoact variables be used by managers to monitor campsites 
and provide warning when unacceptable changes are occurring? 
The final objective Is to determine if Montana forest 
habitat types might be ranked by their susceotibil itv to 
recreational impact. Is there a relationship between 
habitat, types and a campsite's physical characteristics? If 
there is a relationship/ are certain vegetation communities 
mors sensitive to human trampling/ and can these communites 
be ranked according to tbeir susceptibility to impact? 
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Past Research 
In the last two decades there has been a rapidly 
growing body of knowledge concerning the ecological effects 
of recreation# The impact of mans recreational pursuits was 
recognized as early as 1929 when Meinecke reported changes 
in *he soil properties of Redwood Parks in California. 
Bat*s (1935) and Lutr (1945) were other early researchers in 
this field. 
Efiseaccfc Siraisaia-s 
Two basic approaches have characterized these studies 
and later research projects. Frequently/ existing worn 
areas are compared to adjacent control sites with the basic 
assumption that the whole area "as homogeneous before the 
impact occurred (t.iddle l"75a). In several other projects 
attempts were made to either estimate the amount of use 
(Frissell and Duncan 1965/ Willard and Marr 1970/ Beardsley 
and Wagar 1971/ werriam et.al. 1973/ Coombs 1976) or 
simulate human trampling (Rates 1935/ Dale and Weaver 1974/ 
wag*r 1964, Cieslinski and Wagar 1970, Hartley 1976). Only 
two research projects, LaPage in 1967, and Merriam et.al. 
in 1973/ observed ecological change on newly established 
recreation sites. 
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£Lif.££ts at Human Us£ an L'D̂ srataiiiti vsasialian 
The effects of human activities on undergrowth 
vegetation *ave been widelv studied* One of the most, 
commonly inventoried variables is the Loss of plant cover. 
Maqill and Nord (1963) in an early evaluation of 137 
campgrounds in California reported no shrub cover on half 
the sites and "scarce" grass and forb cover on 60* of the 
camosites. Frissell and Duncan (1965), working tn the 
boundary waters Canoe Area (RWCA), estimated relative 
amounts of site use and concluded that even light use 
resulted in an HQ* loss of plant cover. They also found, 
however, heavy use did not cause a proportional decrease in 
venetation cover. This "leveling off" of impact as use 
increases was confirmed in the fWCA. in a later study by 
Merriam et.al. (1973), after observing the evolution of 
newly developed campsites. LaPaqe (1967) studied newly 
developed campsites in Pennsylvania and confirmed this 
relationship between use and cover reduction. 
In the Spanish Peaks Primitive Area, Montana, ""rissell 
(1973) noted a 40* loss of cover on sites used by horse 
parties, willard and Marr (1970) noted that the aloine 
tundra raoidlv lost 30* of its cover in Rocky Mountain 
National Par^, and in a later report (1971) grimly predicted 
recovery might take as long as a 1000 years after 
thirty-eight years of hu">an tramoling. Recent.lv, Coombs 
(1976), working in the Bighorn Craqs, and Cole (1077) in the 
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Wallowa Mountains observed tbe significant loss of 
vegetation cover even in zones of relatively light use. 
Hartley and Dale (1973) hwe also observed this loss 
of 5lant cover along Rocky Mountain trails. 
This loss of plant cover when expressed as an expansion 
of a campsite perimeter was an important factor in gauging 
site deterioration for studies by Frissell (1973) and 
Merriam and S'nith M974). 
Diversity of vpget.ation has also been noted to vary 
wif> intensity of use (Liddle 1975a). LaPage (1976)/ 
willard and Marr (1Q71) and Hartley (1976) all noted fewer 
plant soecies in areas exoeriencing recreational pressure. 
Coombs (1976) / observed a greater number of plant species 
on lightly used camosites when compared to either control 
sites or heavily used campsites. Liddle (1975a) confirmed 
this and stated that "invaders"/ typically monocots/ 
occupied lightly used si^es when competition was reduced due 
to loss of more sensitive vegetation. He concluded that 
ev»n the most resistant vegetation would be lost as use 
becane more intense. Rates (1935) and Dawson et.al. (1978) 
have also noted the persistence of grasses (monocotvledons) 
and the reduction of dicotyledonous herbs in tramnled areas. 
Several researchers have proposed likely reasons for 
some plants* ability to withstand trampling. Bates (1935) 
concluded that, certain mornhologic adaptations in leaf and 
ste*i structure enable some soecies to persist when trampled. 
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Liddle (1975a) states that basal apices and meristems, among 
oth^r factors, enabled some plants to tolerate being 
repeatedly stepped on. waqar (1964) tested this hypothesis 
using a dropped weight *o simulate trampling, **e concluded 
that low growing woody vines and flexible, flat-leafed 
grasses were most resistant. In further tests, Lavage 
(1967), viliard and Marr (1970), Dale (1973), Cole (1977) 
and Dawson et.al. (197R) all confirmed this relative 
resistance of sedges, grasses and some other monocotyledons. 
Plant physiological responses to trampling have also 
been studied on a limited basis. Liddle (1975b) observed 
that trampling will at first stimulate and then reduce 
primary production, hartley fl976) examined the physiology 
and reproductive capabilities of plants in Glacier National 
Park and noted reduction in flowering and non-structural 
carbohydrate reserves with trampling. 
The ability of some soecies to withstand trampling, has 
led several researchers to borrow from range management and 
identify plant increasers and decreasers. This has been 
^polled to trails (Dale 1973, Dale and Weaver 1974, Helgath 
1974 and Hartley 1976) and camosites (Coombs 1976, Rant 
197Q). These distinctions will presumably aid managers in 
gauging the environmental changes occurring on newly 
developed or lightly used campsites and trails. 
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S£CL22liaaaI £££.s££s an ihe QiaLStati 
The Impact of mans recreational activities on tree 
growth has also been si-udi^d. Lapage ( 1962)/ working in New 
Hampshire campgrounds, found a sharp decline in tree growth 
with recreational use. Ms?gill and ^ord (196?) also 
concluded that continued recreation pressure affected tree 
growth/ although their results were not conclusive. 
These findings were contradicted by Magill (1970)/ 
Beardsley and Wagar (1971) and ''erriam et.al. (197?) who 
found no significant difference in tree diameter growth. In 
addition/ Dvkema (1971) found no difference in tree canopy 
coverage between campsites and control plots. However/ in a 
study of northeast Iowa campgrounds Dawson et.al. (197P) 
observed crown dieback in upland forests but no diehack in 
bottomland forests. They hypothesized that bottom!ard 
forest species had adapted to inadequate soil aeration and 
therefore were not significantly affected by reduced soil 
air diffusion brought on by soil compaction in campgrounds. 
Although changes in tree growth brought on by humsn 
tramplinn apparently fluctuate with species and environment/ 
mechanical injury to overstory veqetation is well 
established. Magill and Word (1963)/ Frissell and Duncan 
(1955)/ nykema (1971)/ Merriam et.al. (1973) and Frissell 
(1973) have all recorded significant numbers of damaged 
trees within camosites. These damages include nails/ ax 
?cars/ cut limbs, carved initials, campfire damage , trunks 
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girdled frora tying horses and exoosed roots (Magill and Nord 
1963, Verriam et.al. 1973, Frissell 1973). As Cole (1978b) 
ooints out, past research has shown thin-barked species such 
as spruces, true firs and lodgenole are more susceotlble to 
decay following such mutilation. 
Serious questions arise concerning overstorv survival 
at campsites when current tree mortality is combined with 
the documented lack of any tree reproduction. As early as 
1945 Lutr noted the absence of tree reproduction in 
perm-e-e-ticut state parks. Magill and Nord (1963) noted more 
than half the 137 campgrounds inventoried In California had 
no tree seedlings. Frlssell and Duncan (1965) working in 
the R«CA found no tree reproduction on used sites. Magill 
(1970), Dykema (1971) and Frlssell (1973) all confirmed this 
1 ac^ of tree reproduction at camosites. 
L££2ds n l  iiuaac II.5.2 sin Sail Sraasriiss 
Several researchers have concentrated on resoonses of 
soil to recreational use. Meinecke (1929) and Lut7 (1945) 
wer<? early researchers who documented the relationship 
between recreational use and significant changes in soil 
characteristics. Meinecke found increased soil compaction 
and decreased water infiltration rates as a result of human 
trailing. concluded that the reduction in vegetation 
cover was due to soil compaction as well as browsing ard 
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tripling. Lutz also found significant increases in hulk 
density with an accompanving decrease in pore volume and air 
capacity. Lavage (1^62)/ Dotzenko et.al. (1967)/ 
Setfergren and Cole (1970)/ Dykema (1971)/ and Dawson et.al. 
(1978) all found bultr density to be signif icantlv altered by 
continual human trampling. Werrlam et.al. (1973) and 
Liddle (19'75a) both concluded that this increase in soil 
compaction leveled off as use increased beyond a point. 
An important contributing factor to soil compaction and 
erosion is the loss of litter cover. Johnson (1940) found 
tha'- litter was very significant in increasing water 
infiltration rates into the soil and therefore reducing 
surface runoff. Frlssell and Duncan (1965)/ Magill (1970)/ 
wil! ard and «arr (1971) and Dykeita (1971) found as much as a 
65* loss of litter cover on camosites when compared to 
control areas. Coombs (1976) found litter cover relatively 
consistent between high use sites, low use sites and control 
plots. She hypothesized that this might be due to annual 
accumulations from needle fall. Merriam et.al. (1973) also 
found no significant differences in litter accumulation. 
Magill (1970) actually found that soil litter coverage 
increased over time but this was after automobile barriers 
were installed. 
Bare ground has been identified as an Increase^ both 
alor>g trails and on camosites (Frissell and Duncan 1965, 
Frlssell 1̂ 7?, Dale and Weaver 1974/ Coombs 1976). 
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Several studies have used a combination of imoact 
variables to derive impact stages or site condition classes 
(Willard and *arr 1970/ Merrian et.al. 1973/ Frissell 1973/ 
197^). wiliard and varr working with the Park Service In 
Poc^y fountain National Park developed a scale of visitor 
effects on the alnine tundra. These five degrees of irooact 
werQ based on vegetation and soil factors, largely their 
respective coverages. Merriam et.al. developed five iirnact 
stages in the BWCA base-d on hare soil, soil compaction, loss 
of ground vegetation, dead trees or trees vith exposed 
roots, and an increase in site sire. Frissell (1978) in an 
attempt to provide condition classes for practical use by 
managers, based his five classes on visual criteria. These 
factors included loss of plant cover, exposed tree roots and 
others. He justified these criteria because visual changes 
were most obvious to visitors and they were indicators of 
less obvious changes such as increased bulk density 
(Frissell 1978). 
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liiilit:* 21 fcatiial 
Mum«»rous researchers have discussed differences in the 
durability of different vegetation communities/ cover tyoes/ 
or habitat types (willard and Marr 1970/ Dykema 1971/ 
Merr i am et.al. 1973/ Helgath 1̂ 75/ Cole 197R, ̂ an7 1979). 
willard and Marr concluded that, wet vegetation communities 
wer° more easily damaged by tramnling. Dykema found louer 
elevation life zones (upper Sonoron and Transition) to be 
more heavily damaged than higher elevation communities, 
"erriam et.al. observed that new aspen-birch sites bad the 
highest average impact stage. Cole concluded tbat forested 
cover types were more susceotible to alteration than meadow 
comnunltv types. Helgath stated that vegetative habitat 
fyne was the most oromising variable for predicting trail 
deterioration. She concluded that the development of 
biophysical units based on both landform and vegetation type 
could yield valuable information on relative sensitivity of 
areas to the placement of either camosites or trails. 
The HaMtat Typing System 
The Mont.ana Forest Habitat Typing System (Pfister 
et.al. 1977) is used in this study to classify sample 
camosites. This method of land stratification provides an 
ecologically based common frame of reference for forest 
ecosystems. The ecologists responsible tor this system 
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Iden ti t led trtree reasons for developing this toolt(l) land 
managers and researchers from a variety of disciplines need 
* common system for communicating and describing forest 
communities? (2) management interpretations developed 
around this system enable managers to make intelligent 
proscriptions for manipulating veaetation based on the 
ecological potential of the land? and (3) researchers can 
Improve sampling design and lavout of experiments bv the use 
of n̂ ecological classification (Pfister et. al. 1977). 
iJflH SYSi-SH .2 
The habitat tvping system Is based on tbe potential or 
climax vegetation for a site. This system reflects the most, 
meaningful Integration of environmental factors because it 
utilizes the end result of plant succession (Pfister et. 
al. 1977). 
Most, of the lards in Montana do not contain climax 
vegetation. In reality most forest stands are in some 
successional stage because of disturbances of man or from 
natural causes such as fire. In these serai stands tbe 
reproducing species exhibiting the greatest shade tolerance 
are Identified as climax species and used to define tbe 
type s. 
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The first, r>art of habitat, tvpe identification is based 
on the dominant climar tree species and is called the 
"series," nil stands with the sane dominant tree species at 
clinax are within the same series. 
The second part of habitat type identification is based 
on the dominant or characteristic undergrowth species. In 
some stands only t.he presence of certain plants, known as 
"indicator species," are needed to identify a oarticular 
habitat type. These species are used regardless of relative 
abundance because they occur only within a narrow range of 
environmental conditions and are therefore indicative of 
these conditions. 
The third level, called a "phase," is used when 
necessary to define subdivisions within a particular habitat 
typo. This is also based on the presence of certain climax 
understory species. Habitat types used in this study 
orovide an example of this delineation of type and phase. 
Description of Habitat Types Under Study 
In order to familiariTe readers with the four habitat 
typos (h.t.) under study, a brief description of each is 
orovided below. These descriptions are hased on stand 
descriptions provided in Lqi«s£ Hah it Tit IXBS5 &L 
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(Pfi s'er et.al. 1977). 
I&î s lasiacaLnaldjIiiaaiicasiis canadensis iAhlaZC-aLal' 
The subalpine fir/blueloint habitat tvne occurs on 
cool, wet sites at an elevation varying from 6,000 to 7,500 
feet in west-central Montana. The overstory is dominated by 
engelmann spruce (Rl£23 £23.2.12JDUii) and subalpine fir(£l2JL3 
Iasi.aj:aL2a>. 
Common undergrowth species include bluejoint 
(Gaiaaaatflslis £3nad£n.si.s) / arrow leaf groundsel (Sgjecio 
£Li22£LUl2£is) and 1 ahrador tea (LalUSl aiaadUlasilID> • Stands 
may be so poorly drained as to have standing water during 
late spring and early summer. They commonly border streams, 
wet meadows and lâ es (figure 2). 
ibiss Iasi2i:ar23iii£iizi£sij Ifixmaiasz lAklaZiJilsJl 
The subalnine fIr/menzlesia habitat type is also cool 
and nolst but slightly better drained than the Abla/Caca 
habitat type. This type occurs between 5,500 and 7,200 feet 
in Western Montana. It has an overstory dominated by 
subalpine fir and spruce with a dense hut patchy undergrowth 
'Nomenclature used throunhout text is consistent with 
Hitchcock and Cronguist (1973). 
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rfoni naterf by "»enzi»sia (H£!lZ.i£2ia l£££U2iD£.a> and 
occasionally alder (AiBUS .SiDl!.3.L3>* Beneath these shrubs 
hear grass (l££22tl.2£ll]J!3 l£QiJX)r huckleberry (Vaccip jum 
2i22Lllii££) / grouse whortleberry (Vx S£2I> Jtiiiffl) / and 
heartleaf arnica (AlI3i£Ii3 C2£d iIoJJt,a) are usually well 
represented. This tvpe will give way to Ahla/Caca in wet 
areis an<i to Ahla/[,uhi-wete at higher elevations (figure 3). 
Ahi.22 lasiacatp̂ uzula tiitstmasiiizlifiazifisia ls£iuaiD£5 
IAt>i3ZLJU!3i=̂ efSl 
The *nibalpine fir'woodrush habitat tvpe with a 
meo^iesia phase exists on the north aspects of the subalpine 
7on» on coo! Tioist sites. The overstory is laroely 
subalpine fir with scattered soruce. The undergrowth is 
largely menzlesia with woodrush (LilZUla bii£b£fl£kii) usually 
well distributed through the stand. Other common 
undergrowth soecies are beargr^ss, grouse whortleberry and 
heartleaf arnica. This type and the final one are 
classified within the same habitat type because of the 
presence of woodrush but are distinguished by different 
phases (figure 4). 
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itiiia lasiai:ar2ii£Luzy2a iJiiciirisckiirZacciuiiiia jscacjriiiJD 
lAti aZLutii-iiaacl 
This subalpine fir/woodrush habitat type with a qrouse 
"horttteherrv phase also occurs in the subalnine zone, but 
unlike Ah 1 a/f.uhi-Mef e, this type is restrictefi to dry 
exposures. "he overstory has scattered subalnine fir, with 
occasional whltebark pine (Sinus aikicauiis)• In addition 
sontp spruce may appear on moister sites. The underqrowth is 
dominated hy hearqrass and qrouse whortleberry with some 
heartleaf arnica and elk sedqe (Qjî x ̂ eyexi) (finure 5). 
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cigure 2. *b)a/Caca habitat type (Photoqraphs courtesy 
nsrs Intermountain Forest and Range Experiment 
Station). 
Figure 3. Abla/Mefe habtatat type 
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Figure 4. Abla/Luhi-*efe habitat type* 





The campsites selected for this study are found in two 
areas. Nineteen sites are scattered along the westslope of 
the Mission Mountain range. The remaining twenty-four 




The Mission Mountains lie forty miles to the west of 
the Continental Divide In Western Montana. Located in Lake 
?nd Missoula counties this range begins twenty miles north 
of Missoula? it is fifty-five miles long and ten to twelve 
miles in width (figure 6). 
The west slope of the Missions, because of its location 
and orientation, receives ample precipitation, varying from 
30-40 inches per year at 4,000 feet to approximately 100 
inches above 7000 feet . At the upper elevations the 
majority of the moisture is in the form of snow (Fames 
1971). 
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The bedrock lying beneath these mountains is derived 
fro"! undifferentiated Precamhrian rocks of the Snokare 
Formation/ Empire Formation, Helena-Wallace Formation and 
the Missoula Orouo. These roc^ layers are composed 
prlnarilv of arglllite, slltite, and quartzit-e with some 
limestone ml dolomite. past glaclatlon has sculntured 
these uplifted formations leaving numerous cirgues and 
tarn«?» Several small glaciers still exist on more sheltered 
aspects (Rockwell et.al. 197fl). 
The surface soils in this area are of volcanic origin 
and of tine texture, with a moderate erosion hazard (SCS 
« 
Soil Survey 1974). In the vicinity of the campsites soils 
are shallow and generally overlay glacial till. Soil 
samples taken In the vlcinitv of campsites reveal the 
mineral soil to he composed orimarily of a loam to silt loam 
(Nlmlos 1979). 
A wide variety of vegetation comnuun It ies occur on the 
west side of the Mission Mountains. Under 5,000 feet, 
western red cedar (Ihllia DliSJla) and grand fir (AtiiJ 
Utaadis) inhabit- moist creek bottoms, while Oouglas-fir 
(E22ydotsu^a flgnzi.esij.) and ponderosa pine (Pfnus oonderQ??^ 
dominate the overstory on drier slopes. Above 5000 feet the 
ma^or overstory species are subalpine fir QtlifiS 
l£5i2£.aX!}3)/ whitebark pine (EiflUS albiOJJljs) and alp ire 
larch (Lanix lxallii)-
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figure f>. The westslope of the Mission Mountains (Photo 
courtesy o* ".S. Fish and wildlife Service). 
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Above 5000 feet, where all the campsites are located, 
the ua}or understory dominants are menzlesia (Uanzi£.2i.2 
l£rE'L«^iD£3)/ bearqrass (££IjJ2iJl£llmn .£enax), huckleberry 
(SacciEiilSJ alabilli3X2)/ qrouse whortleberry (Vacgjn lyrn 
S£a22Lilia)f woodrush (LUZLlla fcilCtlCflCisii) and elk sedqe 
(£2122 U£Y£ll>* 
An imoressive array of threatened or endangered species 
head the list of indigenous wildlife of the Mission 
fountains. These include the nrizrly bear, wolf, pereqririe 
falcon, bald eagle, and pileated woodpecker. 
Other wildlife living in the Missions include: 
Carnivores: black bear, coyote, fox, cougar, bobcat, lynx, 
wolverine, weasel, fisher, marten, skunk and raccoon. 
Herbivores: moose, elk, mule deer, whitetail deer, mountain 
goat, snowshoe hare, mountain cottontail, oik*, 
porcupine, hoarv marmot, yellow-bellied marmot, mice, 
vole, squirrel and chipmunk. 
Birds: raven, finch, Clara's nutcracker, sparrow, 
hummingbird, dipper, crow, and a variety of hawks, 
owls, woodpeckers and waterblrds. 
Fish: westslope cutthroat, rainbow, possibly macklnaw, 
eastern brook and grayling (Rockwell et.al, 1978). 
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Human Hisiatv 
Currently, th» westslope of the Mission Mountains is 
own*d almost, entirely by the Confederated Salish and 
Kootenai tribes with the Mission, divide forming the eastern 
border of the Flathead Indian Reservation (figure 7>. The 
eastslope of this range is owned predominately by the 
federal government/ 73/877 acres of which are managed as the 
Mission fountain Wilderness by the U.S. Forest Service. 
Early Pend d'Oreille and Salish Indians livino in the 
Mission valley and foothills gathered berries/ roots/ 
medicinal herbs and wild game on the lower slopes. The 
lagged peaks were seldom visited except during spiritual 
ceremonies such as the vision quest. These mountains have 
been, and are today, sacred ground for a growing number of 
these Native Americans (Confederated Salish and Kootenai 
Tribes Cultural Committee 1978). 
With the advent of white settlement the Mission valley 
was designated the Flathead Indian Reservation. Remnants of 
the Kootenai/ Pend d'Oreille, Salish and Mtterroot tribes 
wer*» moved to this reservation and their homelands taken 
fro* them. Jurisdiction of tribal resources rested largely 
with the Office of Indian Affairs. 
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In 1937 the chief forester for the Office of Indian 
Affairs, Pobert Marshall, designated 125,000 acres of the 
Mission Mountaim as a roadless area. Marshall sought 
through this designation to provide tribal members with a 
retreat wh»re they could "escaoe from constant contact with 
white men." This fiesignation was removed by the trihes in 
1959 "to facilitate economic development" (Federal Register 
1959). 
Since that time the Indian owned portion of the Mission 
ranne has suffered from a lack of any unified management. 
The tribal council, Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), n.s. 
fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. Forest Service and others 
have all particinated in development, maintenance, and 
manipulation of the area and its resources. For example, 
groups such as the Younq Adult Conservation Corn, BIA, a 
commercial outfitter, and numerous orivate parties have all 
participated In trail construction and maintenance with 
little or no coordination (Ream et.al. 19R0). 
In the spring of 1°77 the Confederated tribes issued a 
contract to the wilderness Institute (Wl), School of 
Forestry, "niversity of Montana to prepare a wilderness 
management plan *or the Missions. Although the area meets 
the physical requirements for designation within the 
National Wilderness Preservation System, the tribal 
ownership precludes this option. The Institute completed 
the management, plan in Tune of 1978. In November of 1979 
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the tribal council voted to designate 95,000 acres of the 
westslope of the Missions as a tribal wilderness. 
Pattlesnake watershed 
Ehxsical Ssiiina 
The Rattlesnake studv area is approximately ^0,000 
acr»s of undeveloped, glaciated valleys and peaks four-miles 
norfh of Missoula (figure 8). The area is contiguous to the 
Flathead Indian Reservation on the north and encompasses 
parts of the Rattlesnake, Grant, and Gold Creek drainages 
(figure °), 
The climate of the Rattlesnake study area is generally 
similar to that of the Missions. The most substantial 
difference is orecinitation. The annual precioitation 
varies from less than 20 inches on lower slopes to 45-50 
inches at higher elevations. Peer> winter snows in both 
areas cover campsites beginning in late October or early 
November and often do not clear until the first week in 
July. 
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Figure H. The Rattlesnake study area (Photograph 
courtesy of Mil Kerling). 
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The Helt formation composed primarily of arglllite and 
quartrite form the bedrock beneath this mountainous area# 
These land1; were uplifted and buckled to the north when the 
Mtterroot range was formed. Additional sculpting occurred 
during the most recent ice age when mountain glaciers carved 
the numerous cirques, ravines and hanging vallevs (Wall 
et.al. 197B>. 
The soils of the Rattlesnake are very similar to * those 
found along the west slope of the Missions. Volcanic loess 
deposited over 6000 years ago forms a fine textured mineral 
soil. ^ased on samoles taken at study sites, the soil is 
generally dee? on moderate to steep slopes and varies in 
texture from a loam to silt loam (Mimlos 1Q79). 
The veqetation of the Rattlesnake varies from lushly 
vegetated creek bottoms to a sparce vegetation of lichens 
and mosses clinging to protected surfaces of granitic crags. 
Cottonwood (Efl2UlUS lliCbflCJlDj)/ spruce <Ei££.3 iJlilillDaJIflii) 
and at higher elevations, subalpine fir (lliias l2Sia£3I£.a) 
are overstory dominants along creek bottoms. Douglas fir 
(Eaaudaisuaa aaoziasii)/ ponderosa nine (Einus 2flnd£ifls.a) 
and iodqepole (Piuus conto^ta) intermix on drier sites. In 
the subalpine zone, trees are generally limited to subalpine 
fir, spruce, and whltebark pine (ElQUi albicaulis). 
Understory veqetation around sample campsites is quite 
similar to that around campsites in the Mission Mountains. 
Species such as beargrass (IsraEbYllUJD qrouse 
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whortleberry (V^ccinlum sca&atiua)/ and woodrush (LtiZlua 
common on drier sites. Men^iesia 
(^2QZi£5i5 IerrmiUfi.3)/ loins these soecies on more mesic 
sites. Hvdric sites close to streams and boggy areas 
contain bluojoint (C 3l.3m3.2i os t i s can^dengjs)* horsetails 
(EauiSfililS S24.)r arrow'lea^ groundsel (S£U£Cj5 IliJDflillJX> 
and occasionally grouse whortleberry. 
The wildlife indigenous to the Rattlesnake Mountains 
are basically the same as in the Missions and will not be 
repeated here (Chins^e 1878). 
ifL123D Jii.Si2.EY 
The Rattlesnake drainage, which encompasses most of the 
stu^v area, has had a long and varied history of human 
activity. Native Americans utilized the lower portion of 
the drainage frequently for summer camps. Use of the upper 
portion of the drainage, which is the focus of this study, 
was limited mostly to spiritual quests and very occasional 
hunting (Chinske 1H7H). 
Around I860, as the town of Missoula appeared, the 
lower Rattlesnake was homesteaded, mined, logged for 
cordwood, and trapped for fur. In 187 2 Rattlesnake Creek 
was developed for the growing city's water needs. Around 
1992 the uppoir drainage was also manipulated for city water. 
Small dams were built on several of the lakes in order to 
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hold back more water for the drv season# In 1^58 timber was 
logged in the upper drainage but this was discontinued in 
1954 because of impact to the watershed (Hartse 197M. 
There is no doubt that city water needs are the main 
reason this defacto wilderness is still undeveloped today. 
Th» main human impact remaining from dam maintenance and 
logging is a primitive road. This parallels Rattlesnake 
Cre°ik to within four miles of the nearest campsite sampled 
in this study. 
The Rattlesnake area has a checkerboard ownership 
pattern. The Forest Service manages approximately 48%, with 
Montana Power Co, owning 37% (municipal watershed) and the 
remaining acreage split among Drivate corporations, the 
state of Montana and individuals (Wall et.al. 1978). 
The Lolo National Forest has primary jurisdiction in 
the area but has not yet con;>leted the Forest Management 
Plar> which will delineate the future management of the 
Rattlesnake area. lit the time this thesis was printed, 
legislation was being debated in Congress which would 
designate the upper Rattlesnake as federal Wilderness. This 
bill, while maintaining the Missoula water supply, would 
include provisions for consolidation of ownership and 




The Initial selection of studv caropsit.es was based on 
previous Code-a-Slte2 inventories conducted in both the 
Mission and Rattlesnake Mountains by Wilderness Institute 
summer field study teams (Rockwell et. al. 1978/ Wall 
et.al. 1979). Approximately seventy-five sites/ within 
four habitat types, were tentatively identified using the 
Code-a-site cards prior to fieldwork. Initial field 
reconnaissance of these sites reduced this number to 
forty-three. The site selection was based on three 
criteria: (1) each site was correctly habitat typed and not 
located oji an ecotone or microsite? (2) the proximity of an 
undisturbed area which could be used as a matched control 
plot (similar habitat type/ asoect./ terrain/ etc.)? and (3) 
the clustering of sample sites in the same area to increase 
the efficiency of field time. 
The forty-three study campsites are of unknown origin 
with no history of age or knowledge of how the sites were 
developed. Nineteen of the sites are located on the west 
side of the Missions and twenty-four are located in the 
2Thls campsite inventorv methodology/ developed by 
Sendee et.al. (1976)/ Is orientated toward undeveloped/ 
improntu campsites in dispersed recreation areas. A 
standardised/ edge-punch codinq card is used to record site 
data. 
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Patt- Lesnake Mountains. Appendix 5 contains complete site 
location maps. 
In order to satisfy the three objectives stated in the 
fir^t chanter/ two types of data were collected. The 
current level of recreational use was inventoried on each 
campsite, and physical characteristics were recorded for 
both campsite and control olots. The methods used in the 
collection of this information are explained below. 
1152 IaZ£Qi2L£ 
Durinn the first, week in July 1978/ as soon as the snow 
cover had melted from the sites/ a small visitor 
registration board was installed at each campsite. Fach 
board held registration cards, a pencil and a placard qiving 
instructions and asking one member of each party to reoister 
(Appendix 2). These boards were removed in October of the 
same year. 
The registration cards requested the date of 
registration/ number of oeople in the party, mode of travel, 
and length of stay. Names/ addresses and other demographic 
information were not requested in an attempt to increase 
compliance and reduce vandalism. Cards were collected at 
frequent intervals throughout the season by field 
1nvp st igators. 
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Over the course of the season non-registration was 
checked by observing visitors at campsites and checking 
their compliance with the registration request after their 
departure. A compliance observation schedule was developed 
to insure that each site was nonitored for at least two 
weekend periods of 48 hours each and one weekday period of 
*8 hours. These observations were spaced evenly throughout 
the summer season. Additional compliance checks were also 
completed whenever field investigators were in the area 
conducting site inventories. 
lD!££nlQ£i£a 
The inventory of physical characteristics for each 
campsite and matched control plot were conducted once during 
the field season. Each matched pair of sample sites were 
inventoried durinq the same day to minimize variation due to 
changing weather conditions or season of the year. 
At all sample sites physical characteristics were 
documented. A map was drawn showing the site boundary, 
location of any facilities, lakes or streams, trees, photo 
points and soil, sampling areas. 
All trees on the site greater than 4 1/2 feet tall were 
documented by species, height and diameter at breast height 
(dbh). Increment bores were collected on the three living 
tre«»s nearest each plot, center to determine growth rates. 
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In addition/ all evoosed roots greater than 1" diameter were 
measured in linear feet and the percentage of bark removed 
fron these roots calculated. Particular attention was paid 
to any evidence of sickness or injury such as crown 
condition/ insect attack/ butt rot or vandalism. With the 
exception of the increment hores and dbh/ these same 
measurements were taken tor all tree seedlings taller than 6 
inches hut under 4 1/2 feet on all sample sites (campsites 
and control plots). In order to accurately compare the 
density of tree seedlings a 50 square meter plot was used 
for both campsites and control plots (Ptister et. al. 
1977). In several cases the perimeter of this samole plot 
fell outside the edqe of a camosite. 
A samplinq format developed by Krissell (1963) was used 
to determine species composition/ frequency and cover for 
undergrowth veqetation ffiqure 10). This method involved 
the identification of a plot center which in the case of 
campsites was usually the main fire ring. Four reference 
lines radiated out from this center point at 45°, 135°/ 225° 
and 315°from true north. Alonq each of these reference 
lines a one meter square quadrat was placed at intervals of 
4.25'/ 12.6* and 16.9'. The ouadrat was divided into nine 
equal squares and these divisions were used to estimate 
plant cover and inventory individual species. 
paq<» 






^  Transect  l ines on which quadrats are placed.  
D Quadrat  sample point  (1 m 2 )  
<c Distance from plot  center .  
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This orocedure allowed a systematic samolinq from the 
plo1" center to the perimeter of the site. The four plots at 
each radius represented a 10% sample of the area enclosed 
within their outer radius. Each of the three plots on each 
reference line also represented a 10% sample of the quarter 
of the circle in which the transect was placed. If a sample 
plot fell outside the camosite peremeter the plot could he 
left off and the remaining quadrats still provide a 10% 
samole of the remaininn oortion of the site (Ran* 1979). 
This same sampling format was used when inventorying 
basic soil properties. Within each quadrat two measures of 
soil comnaction were taken using a soil penetrometer. This 
pocket size tool expresses soil compaction as unconfined 
strength In kg/cm2 . In variable or rocky soils this 
instrument yields auite variable results (Liddle I975a>. 
H0w<»ver/ the relatively uniform/ fine textured soli of both 
study areas enabled researchers to use the penetrometer 
quite successfully. 
In addition to compaction measurements/ the percent 
cover of eyposed mineral soil/ rocks/ and duff were also 
estimated for each quadrat. Finally, a soil sample from the 
upper six inches of mineral soil was taken for each general 
sampling area but not on a site by site basis. These soils 
werp later analyzied by Dr. Tom Nimlos of the University of 
Montana Forestry School to determine soil texture. 
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Chanter IV. 
T«E RELATIONSHIP OF RPCPEATIONAL USE TO CAMPSITE IMPACTS 
Analysis 
US2 Data 
Recreational use data collected at each campsite was 
compiled at the end of the field season. I calculated use 
at each site in visitor days which were defined as a 12 hour 
stay by one person. For example* a stay by two people for a 
full day and night accounted for 4 visitor days. The 
individual visits to each campsite were totalled to arrive 
at a value expressing one season's use in total visitor 
days. 
The use occurring on each site was only monitored for 
the 1978 fi°*ld season and could not be assumed to represent 
a site's history, ^or example/ five of the inventoried 
sites had no use during the 1978 field season but showed 
definite evidence of having been used recently. In an 
attempt to compensate for this methodological weakness the 
campsites were divided into only two use categories, high 
and low use. These categories were defined by two factors: 
(1) natural breads in the data ? and (2) a similar sample 
si7» in both use levels. Natural breaks in the use data 
defined a low use category below 25 visitor days and a hiqh 
us° category between 50 and 125 visitor days. This also 
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partitioned eighteen sites into the low use category and 
seventeen into high (near equal si^e). Seven campsites fell 
into the middle range of 2*-49 visitor days# These sites/ 
and one canvp with 280 visitor days were excluded in any 
analysis involving visitor use# 
Over the course of the summer six sites had 
registration hoards vandalized or destroyed. For two of 
these sites (^8, P. 19) one-third of the seasons use data was 
missing/ tor three sites (R6, R7/ R8) one-half was destroyed 
and for one site (MIR) a full 2(3's of a season's data was 
los*". I compared what data was available on these sites to 
other sites with complete use data and placed the camps in 
the irost appropriate use category. 
Use information pertaining to mode of travel and date 
of occupancy were summarized using the Crosstahs and 
Breakdown programs available on the Statistical °ackage for 
the Social Sciences (SPSS) (Nie et.al. 1975). These 
programs provided means, standard deviations and comparisons 
for the description of current use patterns. 
The degree of impact is defined as the amount of change 
which occurred between a control plot and its matched 
camnsite. Each variable inventoried, be it venetative 
cover, soil compaction, etc./ was compared to the matched 
Paqe A2 
control plot In the following manner? 
Veqetative species couposition was compared usinq a 
Floristic Dissimilarity (FD) value defined by Cole (1978a) 
as pD=0.5|pi -p2|* In this equation P, is the importance value 
of a soecies on the camosite and P2 is the imoortance value 
for that same soecies on the control plot. The importance 
values for each snecies were computed using the same method 
Co!.** (1978a) used on bacv-country trails. Mean frequency and 
cover values were calculated for each species on a site. 
These values were converted to relative cover and relative 
frequency by dividinq each species value by the total 
frequency or cover for all species on a plot. The 
importance values for each species were then calculated by 
taking the mean of the relative cover and relative frequency 
vain es. 
The impact on the vegetative cover at each camosite is 
calculated usinq a Cover Reduction (CR) value also developed 
by Cole (1978a). This value was found by: 
(C2-C, )xlQ0 
CR= 
whtere C2is the mean cover for veqetation on the control plot 
and Cj is the mean cover on the camosite. This formula was 
used because there is considerable fluctuation in the 
coverage on control plots and the resulting CR figure 
compensates for this by using a relative value. Puff 
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reduction and reduction in tree seedlings are also computed 
with this method. 
T^e change in each of the remaining inventory values 
was calculated through a simple ratio expressing the amount 
of difference between the control plot (C2 ) and campsite 
(C,). The following is an example using soil compaction 
data: 
C 2.11 k-n/cm2 
= =2  
C2 1.05 kg/cm 
This indicates twice the amount of compaction on the 
campsite. This method was used for soil compaction/ soil 
exposure/ tree growth/ tree damage, tree root exoosure and 
root bar^ removed. 
For some of the inventory variables individual site 
values of zero were discovered. To avoid problems with 
division by zero when computing impact values these cases 
were assigned the lowest value encountered on other plots. 
In all cases the zero was converted to a value of one. The 
assumption made in this conversion was that there was no 
significant difference between zero and one percent for the 
variables in question (Zuuring 1979). 
when comparing tree growth rates on and off the 
campsite the data was sorted by dbh and species to find the 
largest possible subsample of similar trees. Sixteen paired 
plots were found to have subalpine fir (AMfiS in 
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the dbh class of 5,5" to 8.5". This represented a 37% 
sample of the total number of sample sites. The last five 
years growth for each tree was calculated by measuring 
growth rings on an increment bore in tenths of a millimeter. 
Cn3i23£isfirj a£ Us£ la 
A two-way analysis of variance was used to analyz'e the 
extent of relationship between recreational use and physical 
impact. For this the SPSS "classical regression approach" 
was utilized (Wie et. al. 1975). This option was chosen 
because it accepts non-orthogonal data. Although no 
specific tests were run* non-orthogonality was assumed for 
two reasons. First/ each cell of the cross classification 
did not have exactly the same number of cases (see figure 11 
or Appendix 4)? and second/ I could not control/ but only 
observe/ the indenendent variables of use and habitat type. 
The analysis of variance also partitions the individual 
effects by adjusting for all other effects including any 
interaction between dependent variables (Nie et.al. 1975>. 
This means that both recreational use and habitat tyne could 
be compared simultaneously. Any variation that could be 
explained through the habitat types or the interaction 
between the main effects would be adjusted for before the 
significance of level of use was tested. 
Fiq'ir** 11. Hi *?*Tibutl on of c^wosi t<?s bv ijsp level 















-  Low use 
-  High use 
Based on 43 campsites;  
7  si tes between use levels excluded,  
1 si te exceeding high use level  excluded.  
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Although four impact variables were expressed as 
percentages and were therefore binomial in nature, arcsin 
transformations were not done. This was because nearly all 
sit? values fell within the range of 30* to 70% and the 
arcsin transformation would not have improved the 




The to-tal visitor use in the Mission and Rattlesnake 
areas was considerably less then that recorded by other 
researchers in different parts of the country. For 
instance, Frisseil and Duncan (1965) defined heavy use as 
^1-90 days per season. Tf the use data from ray study is 
calculated in days per season, the heavy use category is 
approximately 10-21 days per season, and the light use 0-5. 
Other researchers such as Voung (1978) have also defined 
Heavy use at a level above the highest visitor use analyzed 
in this thesis. 
There were no significant differences between 
recreational use in the Rattlesnake and Missions based on 
the rtata collected (table 1). A total of 510 visitors 
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stayed at the 43 sample sites for approximately 2139 visitor 
3 
days. Sites in the Mission Mountains accounted for 1203 
visitor days while the Rattlesnake sites received 936 
visitor ^ays of use. About 87* of the visits were by 
hikers, R.6% utilized pack stock and only 4.6% used 
motorcycles. Use was much heavier per day on weekends or 
holidays with the Labor Hay weekend accounting for 12% of 
the total use (Table 2). These visitors tended to travel in 
qroups of two (figure 12) and 72.7% stayed two nights cr 
less at one site (figure 13). 













Miss ions 19 12033 274 68 11 0 
RattIesnake 24 936 236 84 04 8 
Tota I 4? 21̂ 9 510 152 15 8 
As stated in the field methods chapter, compliance 
checks were conducted throughout the summer in order to 
ascertain the accuracy of the data described above. These 
observations accounted for 16.6% ot all parties registering 
3 
This value includes one heavily used packer's camp on 
Summit lake which accounted for 280 visitor days . 
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at the sample campsites. Rased on these observations 
compliance with the registration request was estimated to be 
approximately O0%. 
This hinh rate of compliance made a 10% adjustment of 
use figures on a site by site basis of limited worth. An 
adjustment would have resulted in only a 5 visitor day 
increase for the average site and would not improve the 
comparative value of the data. 
Table 2. Period of Hse bv Location. 
Period Missions R attlesnake Total 
45 47 °2 
Weekdays 57% 49% 53% 
49% 51% 100% 
25 37 62 
Weekends 3?% 39% 35% 
40% 60% 100% 
9 12 21 
Labor Oav 11% 12% 12% 
43% 57% 100% 
70 96 175 
Total use 100% 100% 100% 
45% 55% 100% 
Rased on 175 qrouns. 




Figure 12. rtistrbution of party sir". 
60 -
Number of  People in Party 
Based on 175 groups.  
Average Group Size = 2.7 
Paq* c0 
Fiq'tre 1^, Hi strlhuti on of visitor length of stay. 
70 -















































Length of Stay 
-  Days 
=  Nights 
Based on 175 groups. 
Average Length of Stay: Days = 1.5 ,  Nights = 2.0.  
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During the summer of 1977, one vear prior to this field 
wore, visitor inventories were conducted for both the 
Patflesnake and Mission areas. In the Rattlesnake Mountains 
McCool and Kelly estimated I'll Visitor Use Days (based on 12 
samole days) in the same area as the majority of mv sample 
sites. These researchers define a Visitor Use Day as the 
presence of one person for any part of one day. This 
compares to 846 Visitor days identified in this study for 
approximately the same area (excluding drainages not common 
to both studies). Differences in size of study area, method 
of sampling and definition of visitor use make comparison of 
these values difficult (appendix 3). 
In the Mission Mountains Pockwell et.al. (1978), using 
a trailhead registration system, estimated 439 individuals 
entered the drainages containing my sample sites. These 
researchers estimated that. rougMv 59% of this vas dav use. 
This means approximately 178 individuals entered these 
drainages and camped in the area. This compares to 257 
registering at my sample campsites. Again differences in 
sample area and methods make comparison of these two values 
difficult. 
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CaasaLiaaa al Caassilss and ZquIlqI Candiliflcs 
Most of the differences between campsites and control 
sites are quite pronounced. The average values and standard 
deviations of each variable appear in Table 3. 
Table 3. Means and standard deviations of all impact values 



















cove r 32.5 15.4 43 8R. 7 10. 6 43 
* Soil 
emo sed 15.4 16.3 43 1.25 2.24 43 
* Duff 
cov°r 53.9 24.2 43 65.5 26.1 43 
Comoaction of 
sol 1 f Jcq/cm2) 2.62 0.79 43 1.29 0. 4« 43 
Tree 
growth(mm) • 55 0.27 16 .50 .21 16 
No. of tree 
seedlings 3.10 2.7 43 9.65 6.82 43 
* Tree 
in^u ry 67.9 24.9 42 11.7 10.0 43 
Tree root 
exoosure(ft) 3.1 2.7 42 .44 1.11 43 
Poot bark 
removed 9.9 14. Q 42 • 4fl 1.48 43 
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Understory vegetation remaining on campsites did not 
exhibit a marked reduction in the number of plants soecies 
present. An average of seven different species were found 
at campsites and lust slightly less (6.*) on control plots. 
It is clear from the standard deviations that individual 
sites varv considerably around these means. In qeneral 
however, the vegetative communities do not appear to 
experience a Pronounced change in species number with 
repeated human trampling. This value does not reflect 
changes in species compostion, only the relative number of 
different plants on a site. The floristic dissimiliarity 
value discussed in the next section is used to describe 
changes in soecies composition. 
While the number of different plants may not change, 
the area they cover is substantally reduced. Control plots 
averaged vegetation cover, but the campsites retained 
only 32.5% of their original cover. This huge loss of plant 
cov<»r is by far the most visabie change which occurs once an 
area becomes used as a campsite. 
with the loss of vegetation cover on a campsite the 
amount of mineral soil exposed greatly increases. The 
average control site had iust a little over 1% exposed soil 
but on campsites this increased to an average of 15.4%. The 
standard deviation values reveal a great deal of variation 
froi» one sample site to another. 
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Duff rover while decreasing on campsites does not 
exhibit the pronounced changes seen with both vegetation 
cover and exoosed bare qround. Control plots averaged 65.5% 
Huff cover and camosltes almost 54%. while there is again 
considerable variation around these means, these values 
suggest that the amount of fluff cover does not resoond 
directly to human trampling, ^his variable rate at which 
litter is worn from a site, no doubt has the affect of 
pacing measures of exposed bare ground, as well as duff 
cover, quite variable. 
The final edaphlc variable of soil compaction exhibits 
a clear two-fold increase on campsites. Control, plots 
averaged 1.29 kg/cm2, while the campsites averaged ?.• 62 
v-g/cm2 . The relative variation around these means is less 
than any other impact variable and suggests two things. 
First, the soils of the control plots were similiar In terms 
of their natural compaction: and second, the campsites all 
experienced a relatively consistant Increase in soil bulk 
dens ity. 
The remalnlnn site variables describe differences in 
overstorv vegetation. with the exception of tree growth 
rates, the remaining variables all exhibit marked 
differences hetween control plots and campsites. 
Tre° growth in the last five years was very similiar on 
botl campsites and control plots. Trees on campsites showed 
slightly more growth with an avereage total of .55 mm., when 
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compared to control plots with an average of .50 mm. There 
is considerable variation around these means which would 
len^ sunport to the apparent lack of differences in tree 
growth on and off a campsite. 
There is a pronounced difference in the amount of tree 
reproduction on campsites and control plots. On controls 
there is an average of almost 10 seedlings per site while on 
the average campsite only 3 seedlings remain. A review of 
site inventory forms reveal a substantial number of these 
regaining seedlings were injurled or deformed. In addition 
many seedlings were actually located off the campsite 
* 2 because a standard area! measure (50 m ) was used for all 
sites. 
There is also a substantial number ot damaged overstory 
trees on campsites. • Approximately 12* of all trees on 
control plots were injured or deformed. This compares to 
almost on campsites. While there is some large 
variation in these values on a site by site basis the 
importance of this large increase in tree damage remains. 
The amount of exposure and subsequent injury of tree 
roots also increases on camosltes. On the average a, little 
er 3 linear feet of roots are exoosed on every tree in a 
psite. This is in contrast to less than a half a 
foot(.44) for a tree on a control plot. The removal of bark 
from these exposed roots was also much greater on camnsites 




large variations in both root exposure and root bark 
removal, the magnitude of the change remains pronounced. 
Esl3ii.Qfl.5bl2 of L£!LS 1 2l llS3 lQ AB2UBX 2l lB22£l 
As mentioned in the section on data analysis, the 
various measures of a sites* physical condition were 
converted to an impact value exoressing the magnitude of 
change between a campsite and control plot. The average 
values and standard deviations for all impact variables 
appear on Table 4. The results of the analysis of variance, 
used to compare sit impact to level of use, also appears in 
Tab! e 4. 
The differences in use level were not significant in 
exolaining the variation for nine of ten impact variables. 
Only the change in soil exposure proved to be significantly 
related to use level. The increase in exposed soil was much 
greater on heavily used sites then on lightly used sites. 
Lightly used campsites had seven times the exposed soil of 
control plots hut heavy use sites experienced an almost 
seventeen-fo1d increase. This difference was significant at 
the °99' confidence level. 
Vegetative cover reduction also showed what might be a 
mildly significant relationship to use (sign. of F=.1S). 
Lightly used sites experienced a mean loss of 61%, while 
heavily used sites lost 64% of the orioinal vegetation 
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cover. The lack of any ecologically significant difference 
hetween these means would nullify anv possible statistically 
significant differences. 
Table 4. Means and standard deviations for all impact 
values by use level and for the average site. 
Results of analysis of variance in right 
column. 





dissimilarity 43.4(22.8) 37.0(22.0) 43. 3(2^.6) .54 
% Civer 
reduction 61.1(17.2) 64.1(16.6) 63.9(16.8) .15 
* Duff 
reduction 14.3(36.8) 6.1(50.3) 17.8(44.4) .62 
* Reduction 
tree seedlings 64.8(3*.1) 56.8(34.0) 60. 2(34.1) .65 
* Soil 
exposure 7.3(6.50) 16.6(16.4) 12.8(16.8) .01 
* Soil 
compaction 2.27(1.07) 2.11(0.73) 2.26(0.99) .56 
* Tree 
gro wth 0.77(0.12) 1.25(0.77) 1.16(0.71) .32 
* Tr ee 
in^ ury 21.3(26.9) 8.90(13.5) 15.9(22.7) .17 
* "oot 
exposure 3.84(4. 20) 2.6R(3.20) 3. 49(4. 20) .63 
* Root bark 
removed 9.3(12.9) 5.90(11.7) 8.80(13.9) .49 
* Ratio of campsites to control plots. 
Paqe 5fl 
Floristic dissimilarity values compare favorably with 
the findings of other researchers working on recreational 
impacts. Lightly used sites had a mean dissimilarity of 
43.4?- while heavily used camnsites averaged 3*f.G% 
dissimilarity. Campsites experiencing light levels of use 
lose some native species and gain non-native, 
trample-resistant plants. With heavy use even the 
non-native species are removed leaving only remnants of the 
original community (Liddle 1975a). The variability of plant 
responses to repeated trampling is evident in the large 
standard deviations for each use catigory. This variation 
probably contributed to the lack of statistically 
significant differences between use levels. 
The change in soil compaction exhibited a clear 
two-fold increase with no significant differences between 
use levels. This is in agreement with previous research 
which has shown a leveling off in soil bulk density as use 
increases beyond a low level (Merriam et. al. 1973). 
As indicated in the previous section, the reduction in 
duff cover was quite variable. Averages seem to indicate a 
heavier loss of duff cover on lightly used sites but huge 
fluctuations from site to site nullity any significance. 
One of the most ominous impact values is the percent 
reduction in tree seedlings. An average of 60% of all tree 
reproduction is gone from the sample campsites. 
Surprisingly, the lightly used sites had a greater loss of 
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tree seedlings (64.8%) as compared to the higher use sites 
(5*.8%). Agaiiv huge variations in site values seem to 
nullify this apparent difference in means. 
In general there were no significant differences 
between use levels for the four remaining overstory 
variables. There apoear^d to be slightly more tree diameter 
growth occurring on the average campsite as compared to the 
control r»lot. There were three and a half times the 'amount 
of tree roots exposed and almost nine times the amount of 
root bark lost fro«i trees on the average campsite. For tree 
injury there were almost sixteen times the number of injured 
frees on campsites with more trees being damaged on lightly 
used sites. 
Discussion 
XhSL LimQlQIX Ql £3!3£>Sil2 ll£2 
Visitor use data collected at each campsite has only 
limited utility for managers concerned with recreational 
impact. On campsites with 2 or 3 years use (Merriam et.al. 
1973) most imoacts appear to stabilize. Therefore attempts 
to ascertain the level of use on a site are not going to 
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contribute much to understanding or predicting campsite 
impacts. 
Collection of site by site data on the type of visitor 
or the season of use might be more useful. Researchers have 
suggested that site damage is probably more a function of 
the type o? use rather than the amount (LaPage 196*7, Lucas 
1975), Observations of visitors during the 1978 field 
season supoort this contention. One destructive Party could 
and did cause more damage than many ecologically sensitive 
visi tors. 
The time of year in which a campsite is used/ is 
probably also an imoortant. factor in site damaae. during 
spring break-up, for instance, campers trample fraaile new 
vegetative growth as well as accelerate soil movement and 
removal of the duff layer. 
Should managers identifv a need for collecting 
information on type and season of use, the method utilized 
in this research should be examined. The small registration 
boards were inexpensive, generally unobtrusive and, in this 
work, yielded solid information because of the high rate of 
compliance. Registration boards located at trailheads and 
aloig wilderness area boundaries have never come close to 
reaching the 90% compliance achieved during this study. 
This is probably due to three factors: (1) the boards were 
located at stooping points and therefore did not interrupt 
the visitor's activities, (?) no demographic information was 
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requested and therefore did not infringe upon the privacy of 
a visitor and (3) the request was brief and required only a 
few seconds to complete. 
Iha lQY£niQ£jr aL Casmsite Isaac!; 
Generally the results of this research were supportive 
of similiar research elsewhere. Change in species 
composition, for example, clearly increases with even light 
amounts of trampling. f.iddle (1975a) suggests that light 
use allows non-native species, typically qraminolds, to move 
in as dominant native vegetation is lost. The dissimilarity 
between campsite and control is reduced with heavy use when 
the non-native species are also beaten out and only 
scattered, protected clumps of resilient native vegetation 
regain. 
The results of the analysis of soil compaction also 
agreed with previous research. while the soil generally 
experienced a doubling in its compaction there was no 
perceptible difference between use levels. Clearlv soil 
compaction is one of the variahles which stabilizes as use 
exceeds a certain amount. 
The results of the analysis of soil exposure differ 
froi> the findings of other researchers. As stated 
previously,camosite impact has generally been found to be, 
at most, only weakly related to the level of recreational 
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use. In this research the difference in use level was 
significant in explaining the variation in the amount of 
exposed soil. The most plausible explanation for this 
Involves the amounts of use occurring on sample sites • 
Pecreational use in the Mission and Rattlesnake areas, as 
indicated earlier, is much lower than that found in other 
areas such as the RUCA. The findings of this study seem to 
indicate that at these lower levels a relationship still 
exists. This relationship with level of use is not a 
straight linear one • Unfortunately, the degrees of freedom 
imposed by my use categories limit the futher identification 
of what algebraic expression (guadratic, exponential, etc.) 
^eoicted the relationship best (*!ie et.al. 1975). 
Clearly the amount of soil exposure merits close 
observation by managers when monitoring a newly established 
campsite, or when an interest exists in maintaining the 
status-quo on an existing site. The increase in a 
campsite's bare ground can serve as an indicator of chanqe 
in use for concerned area managers. 
Loss of tree reproduction has been reported in other 
studies and was also found in this work. On campsites in 
the Mission and Rattlesnake Mountains an average of 60% of 
the tree seedlings were lost. The number surviving 
fluctuated largely between zero and a few crippled specimens 
growing in the protection of a rock outcroo or dead stump. 
The loss of tree reproduction, in light of a sixteen-fold 
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increase in overstory damage/ is certainly one of the most 
pressing problems facing backcountry managers. Both 
environmental stability and the visitor experience suffer 
wh*»n trees are not regenerated on a site. Trees are 
important for holding soil/ providing shade to the 
understory and numerous other functions. Visitors 
appreciate shade and also benefit from the seclusion trees 
provide from both the sights and sounds of other campers. 
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Chapter V. 
HARITAT TYPES AND THE MANAGEMENT OP RACKCOUNTRV CAMPSITES 
Analvsis 
The analysis of habitat tvpes as a management tool for 
bacccountrv caupsites addressed two basic questions. First/ 
is there a relationship between habitat types and a 
campsites physical characteristics/ and second/ could the 
types be ranked according to their sensitivity to impact"* 
Iha EslatiQQshin o.i Hahiiai I22£.s la ZaniisAls 
£kaLa<ii£Li£l.i£L5 
As in the analysis of recreational use, a classical 
regression approach to analysis of variance was utilized. 
For this analysis the habitat types were assigned values 
fro* one to four. To strengthen this ordering of nominal 
variables/ and in affect convert them to an ordinal level 
variable/ the types were numbered based upon their relative 
location on a moisture gradient fTable 5), From this 







The tour habitat tyoes were then compared to each of 
the physical characteristics inventoried on a campsite (soil 
compaction/ vegetative cover/ and others) using the analysis 
of variance. Because the classical regression appoarch was 
utilized, the mean squares resulting from the analysis were 
expressed as the explained and unexplained mean squares# 
The explained mean square is an expression of the variance 
in a variable that can be explained through the relationship 
of the independent and dependent variables. In the case of 
this habitat tyoe analysis, the explained mean squares will 
be greater for those variables which have less variance 
between habitat types rather than within types. Therefore, 
habitat types are considered useful when the explained mean 
square is larger than the unexplained. 
Table 5. Distribution of habitat tvpes used in this study 
(adapted from Pfister et. al. 1977). 
Habitat types 
Elegation 
Range Exposure Moisture 
Ahla/Caca 6,000-7,500' ail wet sites 
Abla/Mefe 5,500-7,200' N-E moist sites 
Abla/Luhi-Mefe 6,R00-7,600' N-E moist sites 
Abla /Luhi-Vasc 7,100-H,400 ' al 1 dry sites 
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2aa!:iaii SaSiial Issss hz Sus££2iibiliiv lEsacI 
Orthogonal contrasts were used to test the differences 
existing between habitat types. This allowed for the 
statistical comparison of one habitat type to another. The 
four types were arranqed on an ordinal scale and, using a 
'''-test, were compared to the group means tor each of the 
different measures of campsite impact. Three basic 
contrasts were examine^ for each impact variable. First the 
two men^iesia (Mefe) types, Abla/Mefe and Abla/Luhl-Mefe, 
were comnared to the more open communities, Abla/Luhi-Vase 
and Abla/Caca. The second comparison was between lust the 
two shrub-dominated communities, &bla/Mefe and 
Ab1a/Luh1-Mete. The final contrast was between ^ust the 
Abla/Luhi-vasc and the Abla/Caca (Table 6). Where all three 
contrasts proved significant the individual group means were 
utilized to derive a ranging. In several instances only one 
or two of the contrasts proved significant? in these cases 
the group means could be used for only partial rankings. 
Table f>. Matrix of orthogonal contrasts. 
Cont ra sts 
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Results 
Zhs. ££lalianstii2 a£ H-abilai Ix2£s la Caafisils 
Charact£rIsiics 
The four habitat types in this study were indeed 
successful in explaining the majority of variation in 
several important campsite characteristics. Table 7 lists 
the explained and unexplained mean squares for each site 
characteristic. Without exception, the variation in basic 
pl&rtt community attributes such as fioristic composition, 
veq®tative cover, and even tree growth continued to be 
accounted for bv this classification system. The degree of 
soil compaction was also successfully qrouped within the 
four habitat types. This is not a site variable that the 
habitat typing system professes to account for (Pfister 
1975). However, it is no doubt affected by vegetation on a 
sit® and by some ot the same environmental factors which 
influence plant communitv composition. 
Many of the inventory variables fluctuated 
independently of the habitat tvpe stratification. Soil 
exposure, tree root exposure, tree injury, overstory 
reproduction and duff accumulation had greater unexplained 
mean squares than explained. The variation in these site 
characteristics is apparently a function of factors not 
associated with the type of vegetation found on a campsite. 
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Table 7. The exolained and unexplained amount?; of the 
total variation for ten dependent site 







f loristic composition 1766.688 466.18C 
Vegetation cover 1253.401 17R. 525 
Tree growth .085 .073 
Soil compaction 1.010 . 605 
Root hark removed 237.324 22*2. 978 
Tree reproduction 2.375 7.950 
Tee injury 50.398 665. 516 
Root exnosure 34.734 35.691 
Duff coverage 267.521 614.899 
Sxposed soil 246.033 267.R56 
fiaQiiQS Hakiiat IIESS kx. SuscsalibiiUx. la isiaaci. 
The ability to rank habitat types by their relative 
sensitivity to impact fluctuated greatly hetween variables. 
In some cases no rankling was possible, and in others only 
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distinctlons hetween groups of habitat types could he made. 
In a few instances strong rankings between all four habitat 
types were possible (Table 8). It is important to keep in 
min^ that while these rankinas are significant the 
arithmetic difference between the habitat types is not. 
This is because of the ordinal nature of the habitat type 
variables during analysis. 
Based on the orthogonal contrasts, strong distinctions 
could be made between habitat types for amount of soil 
con?action and cover reduction. These two impact variables 
did not rank the habitat types in the same order, however 
(TaMe «>. In the case of cover reduction, the two brushy, 
men?iesia-dominated communities nroved to be easily damaged, 
wit^ the Abla/Mefe type most sensitive. The two remaining 
types proved to be more resistant, with the drier 
Abla/Luhi-Vasc habitat type being most resistant to cover 
1 oss. 
In the case of soil compaction the Abla/Luhi-Vasc again 
proved to be the most resistant. However/ the 
Abla/Luhl-Mefe was second-most resistant to this impact, a 
change from its ranging in cover reduction. The wet site 
Abla/Caca ranged third and the lower elevation Abla/Mefe 
proved to be most susceptible to soil compaction. 
For several of the impact variables the only 
significant, contrast possible was between the paired 
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rable 8. Hroup means and habitat tvpe rankings for each 






Ab1a/C aca Abla/Luhl 
— Mefe 
Abla/Mefe 
* * S^il 
compaction 1.7 (1) 2. ? (3) 2.1 (2) 3.7 (4) 
* * %Cover 
re duction 54.1 (1) 62.1 (?) 68.6 (3) 82.2 (4) 
nr *floristic 
di ssimilarlty 32.37 (n 38.6 (1) 53.0 (2) 61.1 (2) 
• Root bark 
removed 6.0 (i) 2.6 (1) 16.3 (2) 10.5 (2) 
* Exoosed 
soil 9.8 (i) 6. 5 (1) 22.8 (2) 14.7 (2) 
* **uf.f 
re duction 14. 8 (i) 3. 4 (1) 32.7 (2) 24.0 ( ? )  
Tr ee 
gr owth .817 (0) 1.2 (0) 1.7 (0) 1.9 (0) 
%9eduction 
tree seedlings 63.8 (0) 47.0 (0) 63.2 (0) 66.8 (0) 
Tree 
injury 14.8 (0) 22. 2 (0) 13.6 (0) 13.7 (0) 
Poot 
exposure 2.8 (0) 3.7 (0) 4.4 (0) 3.4 (C) 
* contrast one significant 
** contrast one/ two/ and three significant 
plant communities of Abla/Mefe and Abla/Luhi-Mefe/ and the 
paired types of Abla/Caca and Abla/Luhi-Vasc. Floristic 
dissimilarity/ soil exposure/ duff reduction, and root bark 
removal all showed this significant difference hut could not 
individually rank habitat types (Table 8). Without 
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exception the menziesIa-dominated types oroved more 
sensitive to recreational imoact. 
For the remaining impact variables, tree growth, tree 
reproduction, tree injury and root exposure, no rankings or 
distinctions were possible/ based on the orthogonal 
cont rasts. 
0iscussion 
The utility of the Montana Forest Habitat Type System 
as a method for land suitability stratification is well 
established in fields such as forestry and range management 
(Pfister 1975), It has been suggested that this system 
might also he useful in other fields such as recreation 
(Arno and Pfister, 1977), Rased on the results of this 
study, and recognizing the limited number of types tested, I 
an confident that this land stratification system can indeed 
be useful in recreation management# 
Haderaifliilij Esl-ailQusliics 
As has been suggested in the review of past research, 
the physical structure of different plant species greatly 
influences their relative susceotibility to damage. plants 
surH as menziesia, grouse whortleberry and others with stiff 
woody stems are easily damaged or killed by trampling. 
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Other plants/ typically grasses and low forbs, have 
morphologic adaptations which make them more resilient* 
Habitat types have different undergrowth snecles and 
therefore have differing abllties to withstand recreational 
pressure. Predictions can be made concerning the changes 
which will occur in fioristlc composition and vegetative 
cover should a site be repeatedly used as a campsite. In 
the case of the four habitat types examined in this study 
the Abla/Mefe and Abla/Luhi-Mefe communities will change 
more drastically/ both in terms of species composition and 
the area these plants cover. When vegetative cover alone is 
considered/ a strong ranking of all four types is Possible. 
Clearly, if retention of native vegetation is an important 
factor there is a definite scale of relative desirability^ 
for campsite location. 
Qyansiaiv Ealaiiflnstiics 
The ability to use the habitat typing system to make 
generalizations concerning overstory responses to 
recreational pressure is nuch less pronouced. Only one 
overstory Impact variable showed anv possible ranking by 
habitat tvpe. 
The amount of bark removed from tree roots appears to 
be at least somewhat related to the particular habitat type. 
However/ no ranking of all ^our types by community 
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susceptibility was possible for this important cause of 
weakening and disease in the overstory. The foundation for 
the significant differences between paired types probably 
lies in the floristlc composition of the undergrowth. The 
two menziesla communities have been shown to lose their 
shrub cover. The raoid loss of this dominant understory 
vegetation could leave more tree roots e*posed and available 
for damage in the Mefe types. 
2aiL Eslaiianshiss 
The Montana forest Habitat Typing system is not a soil 
classification system. However it does take into account a 
variety of site factors and describes basic edaphic features 
common to each type (Pfister et.al. 1S77). While soil 
properties are not a major criterion in this land 
stratification system, it is not surprising that some 
ImoDrtant edaphic features show a relationshln to habitat 
types. In both phases of the analysis, soil compaction 
exhibited a strong correlation to the four vegetation types. 
Soil exposure and duff cover, when compared to habitat types 
in t*>e orthogonal contrasts, also revealed a oossible 
ranging of type sensitivity. 
The ranking of all four habitat types by the relative 
ease with which the soil is compacted follows a general 
elevationai gradient. However, the differences in elevation 
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between tvpes are so small that any causal relationship 
between elevation and compaction is highly questionable 
(Table 5). Some researchers such as Hartlev (1976) and 
DotTenko et. al. (1967) have found differences in soil 
moisture to be correlated to soil compaction. The results 
of this study are in partial aqreement with their findings, 
with the exception of Abla/*efe, the order of types by 
susceptibility to compaction follows a moisture gradient, 
why the Ab!a/Mefe type does not fit into this qradient is 
not entirely clear. One oossible expiaination follows but 
it is somewhat speculative. 
Several researchers have noted that fine textured soils 
are more resistant to comnaction than are coarse textured 
ones (Lutz 1945, and Dotzenko et. al. 19fi7). while soils 
are fairly homogenous throughout the study areas, those in 
the ?bla/Mefe sites are more lilrely to be mixed with coarse 
textured material (Nlmlos 1979). Oata from stands sampled 
by pfister et. al. (1977) also indicate that while the 
Abla/Caca is typically a wetter site, the Abla/Hefe has a 
higher gravel content. Average gravel content for Abla/Mefe 
stands was 28% but the Abla/Caca type averaged only 15*. 
Since I did not collect soil texture Information for each 
campsite, one can only speculate on the possible interaction 
of soil moisture and texture in determining the ranking of 
habitat types by susceptibility to soil compaction. 
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The remaining two edaphic features which provided 
significant contrasts between habitat types, were change In 
soli exposure and change in duff cover. While neither of 
these two impact variables could definitely rank all four 
habitat types they did show significant differences between 
groups of types. This analysis revealed that the naired 
Mefe communities were more sensitive than the .&bla/Caca ard 
Abla/Luhi-Vasc communities. 
These significant contrasts are not in agreement with 
the earlier analysis of variance. In that analysis soil 
exposure and duff cover were not found to be related to 
habitat type. This lack of agreement suggests that, at 
most, a weak relationship exists between habitat tyoes and 
both soil exposure and duff cover. 
The loss of duff cover on a camosite is quite variable 
both in terns of the rate at which it is exoosed as 
vegetation is lost and in the rate it is removed from the 
site. This variability and the inability of the contrasts 
to distinguish between all four habitat types, indicate a 
poor relationship between the reduction in duff cover and 
different habitat types. 
The tact that soil exoosure is significantly related to 
the level of recreational use is a key factor in explaining 
the conflicting results of the habitat type analysis. The 
orthogonal contrasts could not control for the influence of 
use and therefore could not accurately analyze the extent of 
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relationship between soil exposure and habitat types. This 
limitation of the orthogonal contrasts and the results of 
the analysis of variance, indicate little relationship 
between change in soil exposure and different habitat types. 
LiaLIaiicns iiahiiai Imas 
There are limits to usinq habitat types as a tool in 
managing recreational impacts. The most predominant of 
these concerns campsites which do not fit into a given 
habitat type. As was pointed out in the Field Methods 
chapter some seventy-five campsites were initially 
identified as potential study sites. Thirty-two of these 
sites were eliminated because of inaccurate habitat typing 
in the code-a-site Inventories or because the campsites were 
located on microsites or ecotones. Campsites are commonly 
located around lakes or beside streams. These locations 
abound in small microenvironments which are not 
representative of larger more uniform vegetative 
communities. The roc^v points, flat grassy banks, and open 
pares often chosen by campers do hot fit into the habitat 
typing framework. The resnonse of these sites to trampling 
cannot, therefore, he analyzed or predicted as a qroup. 
The most plausible solution to this Problem rests with 
the continuum concept of vegetation associations. Many of 
these campsites on microsites miqht he placed on a plant 
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continuum? between established habitat types of known 
susceptibility to Impact. The management of these sites 
would reflect the policies estahlshed for the habitat types 
it fits best between. 
There is a final point concerning the utilization of 
habitat tvpes in the management of backcountry campsites. 
Panning types according to their relative sensitivity to 
impact addresses none of the problems surrounding the 
sociological carrying capacity of recreation areas. For 
exanple, shrub communities while more easily damaged, also 
provides screening from other campers. This screening can 
be an important factor in achieving a feeling of solitude, 
fc. further example might involve the closure of overly 
damaged campsites. A manager contemplating the closure of a 
sensitive area must recognize the effect one more 
restriction will have on visitors' "primitive and unconfined 
type of recreation" an<* the displacement of those visitors 
to other sites. 
It must be kept in mind that information on impacts or 
the sensitivity of some vegetation to impacts, will only 
describe the consequences of sone different use conditions. 
The final decision is still the responsibility of managers. 
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Chapter VI. 
SUMMARY AMD CONCLUSIONS 
Problems and Objectives 
Wilderness and b act^country areas are receiving 
increasing use. Like any limited resource, these areas 
become increasingly important as the demand increases and 
the supply remains static. The significance of these areas 
as biotic gene oools and examples of intact, natural 
ecosystems becomes increasingly important as man alters more 
and more of his surroundings. 
Many areas, such as baOccountry campsites, are becoming 
excessively damaged by recurring human use. Land managers 
currently faced with or anticipating such problems need more 
information on the nature of these impacts . Knowledge of 
plant community responses to human trampling can aid 
managers in predicting general trends and help them meet 
mandates set by federal law or area management plans. 
This study provides information concerning the degree 
of relationship existing between different levels of use and 
the impacts which occur on established camosites. In 
addition, this research explores the possibility of ranking 





Visitors to camnsites in the Mission and Rattlesnake 
Mountains were larqely hikers traveling in groups of two or 
three# They genera!1v visited an area on weekends or 
holidays and rarelv stayed more than two nights. 
These visitors were receotive to filling out a 
registration request located at each study campsite. The 
compliance with this request was 90*. Small registration 
boards without lenqthv questions or requests for demographic 
data appear to be highly effective methods for gathering 
basic use information. 
The amount of recreational use recorded at study 
campsites was substantial.lv less than that found in areas 
such as the Boundary Waters Canoe Area. This provided a 
closer examination of the ecological chanaes occurring at 
low levels of recreational use. 
Ifflo3c£s 
The analysis of impact 
research conducted in other ar 
dissimilarity, or the change I 
campsite/ was greater on light 
used campsites. This indie 
data was compatible with 
eas of the country. Floristic 
n species composition on a 
ly used campsites than heavily 
ated that tramole resistant 
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species tended to remain or move in as fraqile native 
vegetation is lost. On heavily used sites even the trample 
resistant species were beaten out and the floristlc 
dissimilarity became less. 
Soil compaction generally doubled on sites that were 
repeatedly used as campsites. However, there was no 
significant difference in the amount a site became compacted 
between use levels. This indicates that soil compaction 
tends to stabilize as use exceeds a low level. 
The absence of overstorv reproduction was one of the 
most obvious impacts inventoried. On the average, 60* of 
all reproduction was lost on campsites. This loss became 
particularly alarminq when the condition of overstory trees 
were examined. There were alnost sixteen times as many 
injured trees on campsites as in control plots. 
p&lali&na&iB dZ L£"s1 nL Us£ In Issues nl Lmnacl 
Differing levels of recreational use were not generally 
found to bp related to the amount of impact occurrinq on 
bac<country campsites. Only one of the ten impact variables 
tested showed a significant relationship to the level of 
recreational use. At levels similiar to those found in the 
two study areas, the amount of soil exposure showed a 
significant relationship to different use levels (siqn. of 
F=.)1). 
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For the remaining measures of impact there were no 
significant differences between use levels. This would seem 
to support previous research which has found considerable 
impact with light use and little additional damage as use 
increases. 
Eaatinii H-abiiaJ; Ivoss t>y SusciaiifcilJLtx la Iissasl 
The ease of ranging habitat types varied with the 
impact value under analysis. In general/ a clear 
distinction can be made between the relatively sensitive/ 
men* iesia-dominat.ed types and the Abla/Caca and 
Abla /Luhi-V'asc tyoes. This type of distinction proved 
significant for floristic dissimilarity/ soil exposure, duff 
reduction and root bar<r removal (Table 9). 
Distinct rankings between all tour types were possible 
for cover reduction and soil compaction (Table 9). These 
two impact variables did not ranV: the habitat types in the 
same order. However/ in both cases the Abla/Luhi-Vasc 
proved most resistant and the Abla/Mefe most sensitive. 
The trend exhibited by these significant contrasts 
indicate a general scale of sensitivity for habitat types. 
The Abla/Luhi-Vasc, a type dominated by the hardy hearqrass, 
proved most resistant to trampling . The brushy forest 
community, dominated by menzlesia generally proved most 
sensitive to human use. 
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Table 9. Habitat type rankings for each impact variable. 




- V q gr 
Ahla/Caca AbIa/Luhi 
-M ef e 
Abla/Mefe 
**So il 
com? action (1) m (2) (4) 
** trover 
reduction ( I )  (2) (3) (4) 
* w'loristic 
di ssimi larlty (l> (1) (2) (2) 
* Root bar*" 
removed (1) (1) (2) (2> 
* Exposed 
so i 1 (1) (1) (2) (2) 
* »,Puff 
reduction (1) (1) (2) (2) 
* distinction possible only between paired habitat types 
** distinction possible between all four habitat types 
Management Imoilcations 
The collection of specific data on the amount of use 
occurring at a campsite is of questionable utility. Only at 
very low use levels will this kind of information he of 
utility in predicting some impacts. Managers need to be 
more concerned with the type of use occurring on a site and 
the time of year it occurs. Level of use has proven not to 
be directly responsible for the majority ot impacts once a 
camnsite is established. Only in the initial stages of site 
development, does the level of use seem to determine the 
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amount of change in a site's physical characteristics 
(LaPage 1967). 
During initial site development or when a manager is 
interested in maintaining the status quo on a camnsite/ soil 
exp.osure is a good indicator. This variable is most 
sensitive and will portray any changes in use trends more 
reaiily than any other characteristic. The most obvious 
changes in this variable is the increase in exposed soil in 
a given area or nossibily the expansion of a campsite's 
perimeter. Sites where the area of exposed mineral soil 
continues to grow are experiencinq intensive use and/or are 
located on relatively sensitive vegetation communities. 
In areas where preservation of the natural flora is a 
concern research clearly indicates that use should be 
concentrated in as small an area as possible. Even low 
levels of use cause considerable change to an areas natural 
vegetation. Dispersal of use will only spread qreater 
impact over a larger area. In this study several sites with 
little or no use did not have significantly less impact than 
the heavy use sites in the same area. 
Concentratinq use on sites which are more resistant to 
trampling is an excellent, management tool when such an 
option is available. Research has shown that open/ qrassy 
communities resist trampling better than wet/ brushy sites. 
The use of habitat types to classify campsites will aid in 
the delineation of relative sensitivity. 
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Campsites which do not fit into the typing framework 
because of their location along ecotones or microsites, 
could he placed along the continuum of habitat types based 
on available information on soil and vegetation 
characteristics. These sites can then be managed according 
to their relationship to types of known sensitivity. 
Future Research 
One of the most pressing research needs is the 
description of the effects of different types of 
recreational use. Some work has already been comoleted. 
The relative impacts of different modes of transportation on 
backcountrv trails has been examined by several researchers 
and others have also conducted some comparisons of horse 
party versus hiker party impacts at campsites. These 
effects need further ciarification. Variables such as the 
background of people who exhibit depreclatlve behavior could 
v 
be correlated to campsite impact. This could conceivably 
lead to educational programs focused on certain types of 
people or localities of residence. 
Researchers also need to explore methods for the 
education of the public in the need for minimizing impacts 
and the rationale tor attempts to concentrate use on more 
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resilient sites. 
A wider variety of habitat types need to be analyzed to 
establish a continuum of impact sensitivity. An initial 
inventory of types with the greatest frequency of 
backcountry campsites could be used to establish a 
prioritized research list of types • 
Little work has been done in the comparison of impacts 
during different seasons of the year. This subject deserves 
more attention. Casual observations by many researchers 
suggest that sites are more easily damaged during some 
seasons. 
Finally, more research is needed on methods for the 
mitigation of impacts on sensitive habitat types. In many 
cases managers do not have the ontion of locatlnq camnsites 
on resilient types. Methods for mitigating impacts are 
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Appendix 1 
Plant Species Found in the Mission and Rattlesnake 
Mountains during this study 
^on»nc1ature and sequence of families are taken from C. Leo 
Hitchcock and Arthur Conquist's £12X5 Hj.2 Pacif ic Noilfcz 
Saatr 1973, "niverslty of Washington Press, Seattle, VA. 
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One Person From Each Party 
REGISTER HERE 
This campsite is being sampled as part of a study of recreational use in the 
Mission Mtns. backcountry. Please provide the brief information requested below. 
I appreciate the fact that my request places a demand upon your time here in the 
backcountry. However this type of information is necessary in order to determine 
this area's recreational capabilities. Your cooperation may contribute to your 
enjoyment of this area during future visits. 
If you have any questions please feel free to contact me at the School of 
Forestry, University of Montana, Missoula. 
Thank you, 
Richard Fichtler 
In cooperation with, 
The Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes 









People in Party 



























Table 10. Comparison of McCool and Kelly data (1977) to 
this study. 
Location McCool and Kelly Ficht1er 
Wrangle Creek 
Hl^cier and Sanders lakes 
25* 
44* / 4C% 
Lake Cre^x 
McK1 nley Lake 
50* 
25% / 22* 
High Palls Cree«: 
Upper and Lower Twin Lakes 
25* 




0* / 10* 
Tot a 1 lis*! 727 v.u.d. H46/936v.d. 
There are two major differences in these two studies. 
I only sampled one of six lakes in Lake Creek and McCool and 
Kelly did not sample Boulder Lake, ^0 help compensate for 
these differences the first figure in my column reoresents 
an adjusted value? Boulder Lake is left out of the 
calculations of total use. The second column considers 
Boulder Lake in the estimate of distributions of use. 
P a g e  9 8  
APPENDIX 4 
Table II. Campsite location by habitat type. 
Location 





6 1 1 16 24 
Rattlesnake 60* 14* 10* 100* 56* 
25* 04* 04* 67* 100* 
4 6 9 0 19 
Miss Ions 40* 86* 90* 0* 44* 
21* 32* 47* 0* 100* 
10 7 10 16 43 
Total 100* 100* 100* 100* 100* 
2^* 17* 23% 37* 100* 
Based on 43 camosites. 





C^mr>sltp location maps. 
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